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Welcome to TitanApe, a community-driven
platform that promotes global financial
stability by providing a passive income in
BUSD which is a stable currency and you can
achieve that by just holding.
The biggest problem with Crypto coins are
facing today is the whales that can hugely
affect the price and swing traders, well we
have tackled both as our contract has a
whale discouragement system: No sale
amounts higher than 0.2% of the total
supply are possible at once which will be
decreased to 0.125% when market cap
increases. We have also set a fee of 8% that
would be distributed to all the holders in
BUSD which discourages Swing traders and
whales from selling off as 8% is a huge
return compared to other cryptos.

We also have some great projects that will
make TitanApe stay and become one of the
best coins out there with the help of our
community.



How will TAC stand out from the rest
• Buy-Back Wallet 1% tokens are collected

from every transaction and converted to
BNB and are stored in Our contract. The
wallet is known as Buyback Wallet. Which
when enabled purchases TAC directly from
exchanges and removes the purchased
tokens permanently from circulating supply
while simultaneously making green candles
on the price chart. 50% of Tokens have
been burnt manually and more tokens will
be burnt through the Buy-Back Mechanism
which will keep increasing in the future
making the tokens less available and more
valuable.
• 2% of every transaction is transformed into

liquidity for Pancake swap.
It's automatic and helps create a price floor
(stability). Our Smart contract deposits 2%
from every buy/sell transaction as
$TitanApe and $BNB into a liquidity pool. At
the same time, 3% from every transaction
is allocated to Marketing to fuel the most
ambitious projects in our Ecosystem and
reward the active community.1% is
allocated to the team.



TitanApe is one of the first Binance Pegged BUSD
reflection token to optimize user’s profits both
now and in the future. Simply by holding $TAC
tokens, users will receive an 8 percent return in
Binance Pegged BUSD for each transaction, which
will automatically be transferred to the wallet
every 60 minutes.

We have sent the team wallet
30,000,000,000,000 TAC to the contract address
(permanent lock!), no reflections will go there
and so all the reflections that this wallet would
have got will be distributed amongst all the
holders, We are the only token who have done
such a thing and the team will buy tokens just like
anyone else in the community!

Instead of rewarding the team in TAC, The team
will get 1% from every buy/sell transaction.





8% of every buy/sell is taken and 
redistributed to all TitanApe holders.

Hold tokens and earn BUSD

2% of every transaction is transformed 
into liquidity for Pancake swap.

It's automatic and helps create a price 
floor (stability).

3% of every transaction is sent to 
marketing wallet in BUSD for a constant 

marketing push.
2% helps to expand our community and 
make TitanApe known worldwide.1% of 

that goes to the Dev team.

TitanApe is a decentralized project 
which means it is ultimately owned by 

the community.

You don’t need to claim your earned 
BUSD.

It’s automatically sent to your wallet 
every 60 minutes.



Marketing Strategy
We have a unique marketing strategy and will 
start marketing as soon as TitanApe coin is 
released, Marketing plan will include
• YouTube influencers talking and promoting our 

coin (We have English, Arabic and Chinese 
speaking youtubers Lined up and ready to 
promote our coin.
• We have a long list of twitter + telegram 

influencers and groups that we have lined up. 
We will be spending every penny from the 
marketing wallet to ensure that our great token 
is known worldwide to make our coin a stable 
coin that will reward every holder.
• We will also grow our own Social Media 

channels to create a stable and trustworthy 
community.
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Logo and website 
development

Develop and test contract

Creating Social Media 
platforms

Reaching out to influencers 
to have them on standby 

for marketing
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Listing TitanApe Coin on 
Pancake swap

Starting Marketing 
campaign on YouTube and 
all other social platforms

CoinGeko Listing

CoinMarketcap Listing
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Reach 10k Holders

Development of TitanApe 
exchange

NFT Marketplace development

Planning for our next move



Meet the Apes that run the show!
This team will continue to grow.

Mus Mahmood
CEO

Miss J Laite

Head of Media & 
Marketing

H Zubair

Software Developer and Programmer

http://www.linkedin.com/in/mus-wiseman-164ba7146
https://www.linkedin.com/in/j-laite-4457a8224/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hyder-zubair-624337ba/

